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Born to Darkness Alecs music is as dark
as his vampire kiss is deadly, but Nicole
will risk everything, including her life, to
love him. Nicole Ashe is the average
American girl, except that she happens to
work for a vampire and doesnt realize it.
But all that changes when her boss sends
her to convince a local rock musician
heartthrob, to help them retrieve an ancient
relic that could be the answer to the
vampires curse. Nicole soon discovers that
Alec is a vampire
and completely
irresistible.
There is something about
Nicole that stirs Alecs hunger nearly
beyond control, but he would do anything
to protect her even from himself. Nicole
is destined for a world of darkness that she
cannot even begin to imagine, and love that
can transcend eternity. Night Breed Born
the daughter of a witch, Sarah is no
stranger to magic. But when she meets an
immortal, she quickly discovers that
nothing can compare to the magic of being
loved by a vampire. Coming from a long
line of powerful witches, the only thing
Sarah has ever wanted is to have a normal
life, but a normal life is not part of her
destiny. She is one of the immortal sisters,
and her fate is one of darkness. But within
that darkness, she will discover a love that
she could never have imagined. While
Nicole and the Light Seekers search for the
two remaining sisters, Sarah is on her own
and unaware that she is the target of an
ancient and powerful vampire - a vampire
that wants her dead. Darrien is a cold and
ruthless vampire. He kills without
conscience, and is the perfect assassin to
rid the ancients of the immortal sisters, but
when he looks into Sarahs eyes, he is
consumed with a fiery passion that not
even his bloodlust can overcome. Wolves
& Black Roses
A love triangle is
complicated enough, but when it involves a
werewolf and a vampire, it can get
downright scary. Summer Gray Eagles
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fate has always been tied to the immortal
sisters, but in ways that she could never
have imagined. College girls are dying in a
series of bizarre murders. Summer is
caught up in helping the police catch the
killer when her girlhood crush shows up to
take her home to her groom, and a
prearranged marriage that she is set against.
Summer has loved Anton since she was a
young girl, and she is determined to entice
him into falling in love with her long
before she ever makes it to the altar.
Unfortunately, Summer runs into a number
of problems. Anton just happens to be a
werewolf, and she is about to become the
obsession of a gorgeous but sinister
vampire. Summer is about to enter a world
of passion and danger that will change her
life forever. Tears of the Vampire Eternal
love and unrelenting passion. This is what
Kathrina finds in the arms of an ancient
vampire.,
Unfortunately,
dark
and
dangerous takes on a whole new meaning
with this vampire lover, especially for
Kathrina. He needs her blood. Kathrina is
the third immortal sister and she has
possession of the Book of Anu, the journal
of the worlds oldest and most powerful
vampire. While reading this journal she
becomes obsessed with the vampire and
determined to find out who he is, but she
doesnt have to look far. The vampire is
much closer than what she realizes. He has
heard the calling of her blood and has come
to claim what is his, but neither of them is
prepared for the uncontrollable passion that
is unleashed when they come together.
Kathrina is convinced that the information
in the journal can help the immortal sisters
defeat their uncle and win the final battle
between good and evil, but what she doesnt
know is that there is an evil at work that is
far more powerful that anything she could
ever have imagined. Their only hope may
be her vampire lover and the secrets he has
kept from the world since the dawn of
mankind.
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